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Let A?e a Frechet al~ebra with the defining sequence {qn}n~l

of seminorms and identity e. L~t'{Xi} be a Schauder basis in A. Then

each ~A, can be written as: x = i~laixi'. where {ail is a. unique sequence
- ..

of complex numbers depending upon x. a.·s are called coordinate func-, _ 1 _.
tionals ,or. coefficients .. This thesis is concerned with some relations

,~' " .
i

among,coefficients, seminorms and the identity, e ¢f·A. Further, it is

shown that ~ach multiplicative linear functional on A is~continuo~s

provided a certain condition is satisfied. Some of the results needed

to prove the above results are shown to be- true for Frechat sp~ces.
\J

Finally, a representation theorem for Frechet * - algebra is given.
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INTRODucrJON

In 1946, Arep~ [1] first introduced the concept of a locally

m-convex topological a1get)a~ A locally m-convex a1gebra i~ a

topological algebra over the ,complex field with a base {UilieT for the

neighborhoods of th~ origin such that.each Ui is convex, sy'mmetric and

~iUi~Ui' Equivalently, Eis locally m-convex if and only if, there is
'"

a set {qi:icT} of semi-norms on E such that (i) the sets of form
,..

{xeE~qi(x)sb}, for iET, b>O, form a base of neighborhoods of 0, and (ii)

qi(xy)~qi(x)qi(Y) for leT, x,ycE. A Frechetalgebra is a complete,

metrizable, locally m-COnvex algebra. For example; (i) A Banach algebra

'is a Frechet al'g.ebra, but the converse ;s not true. (ii) The albegra f
1

C(Rf of continuous real valued functions on the real l~ne i~ a Frechet

algebra with s~mi-norms q (f) = sup !f(x)!, n~l and pointwise mu1tipli-
, n Ixlsn "

c~tion. The standard work on locally m-convex algebra is the memoirs

of Michael [12].

In this thesis, ~e mostly deal with Frechet algebras with a

Schauder base and estabiish some propositiohs' which establish some
• I

i. .
relations with semi-norms, coordinate.functiona1s defined by the base

and identity, with a view to answer1ng partly th~ fo1lo~in9 open question

for all commutative F~echet algebras: Is every multiplicative linear

function~l on a commutative Frechet algebra continuous? Unfortunately,

we do not as yet have a solution to 't~iS pro.blem. •

In Chapt~r 1, we state some important propositions, taken from

[5] and [16J, which are needed to prove our results in Chapters 2 to 5.
'.
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'.
Definitions introduced here can be found in [12], [14], and [16].

Chapter 2 deals with the following. problem: If a Frichet algebra

A possess a sequen~e H = {Xi}i£N such that x = i~laixi' d6es th~re exist

a relation between the coefficients {a,.} and the semiJnorms {q} u., n nC'1l
where the latter form an increasing sequence of semi-norms. and define .

the topology of A? Moreover, we also investigate the relationsamong

{ail, {q } and the identity e, if H:"{Xi}i N is a $chauder'basis of
, n " .e: ,

A and A has an identity e. We have found some useful relations among

t,hem e.g. see theorem 2.1, theorem 2.2, theorem 2.3, and theorem 2.4.

These results will be used to prove some major resul ts in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 is motivated by Michael's problem mentioned above:

In 1952, Michael asked wbether every'multiplicative linear functional

on a commutative Frechet algebra is continuous. This problem 'is still

Open. However, we prove that the answer for certain classes of Frechet

algebras is affirmative,.

In Chapter 4, we prove some results on Fr~chet spaces and Frechet

algebras., In particular" consideratiops are given to the case where the I .

.Schauder basis consistsof H= {e'Z'~~j"'} or H= {l,z2.,z3, ... }.

In Chapter 5'we generalize some represe~tation theorems 6n Banach
,"

* .. algebras to Frechet * .. algebras.

Finally, ~e r~sults of Chapters 2-Chapter 4 constitute the

maincpart of the thesis, while the results of Chapter 5 are generalized
, .

. .
cases of two well-known represe~tation theorems. They are given here to

~ ,

c9mplete a reasonably comprehensive picture of our study.. ' . ,
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Chapter 1

_PRELIMINARIES

(1) Fundamental properties of topological vector spaces.

We say that a family r of semi - norms on a vector space is

saturated if for any finite subfamily (qi) of T the semi - norm Max ,qi

also belongs to T. A locally convex topology can always be defined by

a saturated family of'semi-norms.

Proposition 1.1. let E be a locally conv.ex space whose topology is de-
, ,

fined by a saturated family {q.}. I of semi-norms. A linear form f on
, 1£

E is, continuous' if and only if there exists a semi-norm qr and a positive

number Msuch that If(x)I~Mqr(x) f~r every xe:E.

Proof. See page 97~of [5]. It is ,a particular case of proposition 2.

Proposition 1.2. Let the locally convex topology T on the vector space

E be defined by thf family {qi1icl'of semi-harms. Then T is Hausdorff

i'f and only if fo; every x10 in E there exists an index id such that

qi (x}iO. '

Proof. See page 96 of [5J.

Proposition 1.3. ,Let ~ be a locally 90nvex Hausdorff space whose
I

topology T is defined by an increasing sequence {q }n Nof semi-norms.n e: .

The map x ~ Ixl ~rom E into.R+,. where

~ 1. qn(X)
I..xJ ,= n~O 20 l;qn (x)

has the following properties:

3
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(a) IxJt::Q if and only if x=O.

(b) IxI=I-x ,.
(c) Ix+yl~lxl+lyl,

(d) 1~1~1 implies IAxl~lxl,

(e) A ~ 0 implies IAxl ~ 0 for every xcE,

{f} x -+ 0 implies IAxl -+ 0 for every Ace. I )

Furthermore, the metric d(x,Y)=lx-YI defines the topolo9Y 1 and is trans

lation invariant. ..
Proof. See page 114 of [5].

N.B. Ametril 6 on a vector space E is said to be translation-invariant

if 6(x+a,y+a)=6(x,y}.

ProRosition 1.4. A locally convex space is -metrizable ~f and only if it

is Hausdorff and its topology can be defined by a countable,fanlily of

semi-ndrms.

Proof. See page 113 of [5]. ~

Propositiol'l1.5. If L;{O} is a locally compact Hausdorff topological
l

vector spaceCNerthecomplex field, then l is of finite dimension.

Proof. See page 23 of [6].

Proposition 1.6. A Hausdorff topological vector space L is normable if

and only if,L possesses a bounded, convex neighborhood of O.

Proof. See page 41 of [16J.

Pro~ositi~n 1.7. The product ~f a family of normable spaces is normable

if and only if the number of factors ;{O} is finite ..
(

Proof. See page 41 of (16].

Proposition 1.8. Let A be a locally convex Hausdorff space whose

.'



topology T is defined by an increasing sequence {q} Nof semi-norms.n n£
1 q (x.-x.)

Then Ixi-Xjl= n~o 2n l+~ (~._~.) ~ 0 as i.j ~ 00 if and only if for each
n , J

For each Gn, put U '={xe:A!q (x)<e:}.
n ,E: n

By proposition 1.3, since the topology defined by the metric d(x:Y)=lx-YI

Gn' G (x.-x.) ~ 0 as i,j ~~.
n 1 J •

Proof. Necessity:

coincides with T. there exists a V6={x~llxl<6} such that V6~Un,c" I~-Xjl~~ 0

as i,j ~ ~ implies that there exists a pbsitive integer No>O such that

Ix,.-x·I<6 whenever i,j>N~. Therefore, xi-x,.e:Vr(U whenever itj>N~;
J . v -: _ n·... n,~ v

i.e. for each c>O, there exists an Nr dependent on c &n, such thatq (X'''xJ.)<e:
U , n 1

whenever itj>N~. This implies that, for each q • q (x.-x.) ~ 0 as i,j ~ 00.
u . n n 1 J

Sufficiency: for e~ch (>0, let V ={xcAllxl<e:}. Then there exists a
, €

Un r={XtAlq (X)<6} such that U I(V, q (x.-x.) -+ 0 as i.j -. Q) implies,un n ,1.1'- (: n 1 J '

that for each 6>0, there' exists a positive integer N
6

>O such that

qn{x.-X.)<6.whenever i.,j>Nx) i.e. x,.-x.cU ~ V whenever i ,j>N r . There-
1 J , v J n,o e; 1,)

for, for eacR £>0, there exists a Nr depending on e: such that Ix.-x.l<c
1,) 1 J

whenever i,j>N~, This implies that Ix.--x.1 .... 0 as 'i,j -+ 00.

u 1 J

Proposition 1.8 1
, Let A be a locally convex Hausdorff space whose topology

is defined by an increasing sequence {q} N.of semi-norms. Thenn n£

1 q (x.-x)
J 'I OD n 1 f hxi-x = n~O -n l+q (x.-x)" ~ 0 as i ~ ~ if and only i for eac q ,

• 2 n, n

q (x.-x) ~ 0 as i ~ ~.n 1

Proof. Using a proof similar to that of Proposition 1.8, the result follows.

(2) Fundamental Concepts of topological algebras
. ,

Definition 1.1. A topolo~ical algebra is an algebra over the complex



field which 'is a topological linear space such that the ring multiplication

is separately continuous t i.~. the map 9:AxA ~ At ~(x,Y)=XYf is a

continuous function of each argument separately.
I<

Definition 1.2. Le~ A be an algebra. A subset U in A is said to be

synmetric if xe:U and 101::: 1 (Ci is any complex number) imply CiXCU. ~--

Definition 1.3. A subset U in an algebra A is called m-convex if U is

convex and UU~U.
..

Definition 1.4. A topological algebra is said to be locally m-convex if

there exists a basis for the neighborhoods of the origin consistin~ of

m-convex symmetric sets.

Oefinition 1.5. A Frechet algebra is a complete, me~zable locally

~-convex aJgebra.

By ~rens theorem ([2]J, page 23) in each Frechet algebra~·the

map ~ of definition 1.1 is continuous in both variables together.
(

'~ Definition 1.6. A Frechet space is a complete and metrizable locally

convex space.

Example 1.1. The algebra C(-~,~) of all complex valued continuous.
tunctions on the real line with the topology defined by the semi-norms

q (x)=Maxlx(A)1 where XtC(-oo,~), n=1,2,3 ... is a Frechet algebra. It
n IAI~n \

is known ~hat ([12J, page 55) every mul~iplicative linear functional o~

C(_oo,oo) is continuous.

Example 1.2. The topo]ogica~ algebra S={(al,02, ..• )IQi~C}, where C is
~

the complexfield, whose ring multiplication is defined by (a1,Q2 P ")x

(Bl,B2, ... )=(alBl,a2B2"") and whose topology is defined by the semi-norms
. .

q [(al,02""))= Max la·1 is a Frechet algebra. The algebra S contains
n l~i~n 1
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topology), with mul ti p1i cati on defi ned by "(x, h)(y, ~)= (XY+hY+~X,hj.l)"--- and (0,1) is the identity of A+. If A is a Frechet (or Banac~) algebra,

. A+so.. 15 •

Definition 1.8. A topological algebra A is called functionally continuous

if every multiplicative linear functipnal on A ;s continuous.
-~ ~_' J .' +
lemma 1.1. If A is a locally m-convex algebra" -then so ;s A •

Proof. See pp. '10 of [12J.

lemma 1.2. let A be a locally m-convex algebra.

(a) If A ;s an ideal in a locally m-convex algebra B, and if B is func

tionally continuous. then so is A.

(b) If A+ is functi~nally continuous, then so is A.

Proof. See pp. 53 of [12].

Definfffon-l~9~~ let A be a topOlogical vector space, and {xi}i~l is a
. n

sequence ~f A. weow~ite x=illctiXi~A if the partial sums i~laixi converge

to x(cA), as n ~ w.
~

lemma 1.3. Let A b~ a Frechet algebra. Then, for arbitrary elements

i~laixi' jfl~jXj' y of A, where {Xi}', {Xj}cA, we Oqve

(i!.- (i~laixi~y=i~lai (x;Y) and~,(i~l~ixi }=i11ct i (yxi )·

(ii) (i~laixi)(j~lBjxj}=i~1[j~lai8j(x;xj)]=jl~[i~la;aj{xixj)J.

------

'.
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ProoL· (;) Consider the map $ :AxA -+ A where q,( <x .y> )=xy. We observe
, ,

n ) n #n () ", cothat q,«.b,a.x.ty> =(.Lla.X. ~·~la. x.y and ~«,.~,a.x·.Y»=(.Ela.x.)y.
1- 1 1 1- 1 1- 1 1 - 1 1 1- 1 1

(]. ,

Since <i2,ai xi ,y> converges to ~i~laiXi)Y>' and ~';s continuous. it

follows that 'i2 1(Xi(X i Y) converges to .(i~la'ixi)Y' Hence (i~laixi)Y=

i~lai(XiY)' Similarly. we can pro/~ that Y(i~la'~i)=i~lai(yxi)'

-(") (~ )( co I) ~ [ (~ ')] ~ [ 00 (')]11 iI;llX'X" ·~lB.x. =·1;1 a.X. ·1;,B.X. c·t, .~,CL.13. x.x.
- 1 1 J- J J 1- 1 1 J- J J 1- J- 1 J 1 J

, .
(.!,a.x.)( '~l13·x:)=.tl[(:!lCL.x.)R.x~]='!l[(·~la.B.(X.X~)]
1- 1 1 J- J J J- 1- 1 1 ~J J J- 1- 1 J 1 J

Definition 1.10. A sequence {x } in a Frechet space is called a'Schauder
n '

basis if each ~cE has a unique representation x=ntlanxn.~i.e. there exists
. k

a unique sequence .{an} of scalars such trat the partial sums n~lanxn

con~rge to x as k ~ ~.

Remark. Some other books ([11] and [17]) call such a sequence {xn} a

basis of A,' and the coefficients {an} which depena linearly on x the

coefficient functionals of the basis {xn}. Further, if each element of

{an} is continuous on A. they call such a basis a Schauder basis. By

Newn 1 s theorem (page 126 Of (11). every basis for a complete metrizable

linear space is a Schauder b.asis,•.Therefore. the coefficient functionals

{an} of the basis· {Xn} f.or a' Frechet space are all continuous.

Example 1.4. The sequence {en}n,d' (en=(XP x2, ... xn" .. ) ,for which' xn=l
. .

and xm=O when min) constitute a Schauder. basis in each of the ~pacesl~

(l~p<~), C and S (see example 1.2). If we make the space lP or C into
0' • v 0

-an algebra, the multip)ication is the same as that in S.

Definition 1.11. A semi-no~m q on a topological algebra A is called.
• r

sUbmultiplicative' if q(xyhq(x)q(y) fC?r all .x,ycA..



(3) Some' known results on the continuity of multiplicative linear
• c..

functiona}s

9

The-:-efore,

"-

Definition 1.12. A linear functional on an algebra is said to be mul-
, .

Wplicative if f(xy)=f(x)f(.y) " for x,yr.A.. ~ ,

Theorem 1.1. Let A be a complex (or real) Banach algebra. Then every

multiplicative linear functional f on A is continuous.
I

Proof. let x be a~~ e~ement of A: ~e claim that If(x)lstlxj I: If·f

·is zero-functional, then this inequality is obvious. Assume f(x);O,

and If(x)I>llxll or l>ll f 0<)lr.
"-. '., n'

Put Z =,~x ,Y.:; '~JZ1.
I,I\XII n 1-.

/ 'C)l) ; 00. ' i
First observe that JrZII<l imp.lies .thati~lIIZ II~i~ltlzll·<()C).

, .
for each positive number £>0, there exists a positive integer Nr.>O such

00 i . . ' .
that i=~+lIIZlf <€ whenever~t>Nf.. This implies that, for each €>OJ

IIYn-Y~II=i li=~lZi II~i=L111Zlli~i=~+11'IZI ,i<r., ~henev~r 'n~m>N .

This' implies that I IYn-Ym.l I -+ °as n,m -+ co. Since A is com~lete,

Y -+ Y=.t,Zir.A, ZY=.I2Zi =v-z implies that f(ZY}=f(Y)-f(Z) o~ f(Y)=f(Y)-l,n, 1- 1- ,

_~htctf1simpossible:--- So 1f(x)!I,s 1ix! I. ff~ prop~s.ition 1.1, f is continuous.

, In particular, Co't~ are functionally continuous. It is ~lso known
I •

that the Frechet algebraSis:tunct!Qna1]y continuous (see Example l.?).
; ~'

However, the queS~iOn, whether every multiplicative linear function~l

on a commutative F-algebra ii,S, conti,nuous" is(~t;l~ unso'lved'in spfte

of considerable interest and effort. The following are a nu~ber of
• I

• ,I
- • 1

results due to Michael" [123, Husain and Ng fB], [9J, in whi~h an
• , • I '"' ,

, I

affirmative answer is giver for commutative Frechet algebras satisfy;~g
" .
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certain conditions.

Theorem 1.2. (Michael). Let r be a connected,

)

I
open ~bset of the

10 "

" .

complex

I.

plane. Let A be the algebra of functions which are ana1ytic on T, in

the compact open topology. Then A is a functionally continuous Frechet

algebra.

Theorem 1,3. (Michael). Let A be a commutative Frechet algebra which t

is also a symmetric *-algebra (a symmetric *-algebra A is a *-algebra .

with the propert.y that xx* is qua'si-regular for ev~ry xeA),' Then A is

functionplly continuous.
.

Theorem 1.4. (Husain and Ng [9]). If A is a commutative sequentfally

. complete locally m-convex topological algebra over th~,complex field

that is symmetric with a continuous involution, then every multiplicative

linear functional On A is bou'1ded.
. '

Remark. 'Theorem 1.4 generalizes theorem 1.3. Since every commutative
)

syrnmetric Frechet algebra A is ,a co~mutative sequentially complete

locally m~convex topological algebra, by theorem 1.4, every multiplicative

linear functional on A 1S bounded',_jPut every bounded li~ear functibnal

on a ~etrizable, locally cOnvex ~e is continuous, and hence A is

functionally continuous.

Theorem 1.5. (HUS~in and ~ [8]). Let A be a real complete metriz~ble

topological algebra and B, a rea) commutative Banach algebra, such that

B ~atisfies condition (C)= For any. ~equence {y }<:B, Ily 11~1, there. . , . n .' n .

exists a 'sequenc,e '{fn} of real m~ltiPlica~ive linear functio~als on B

such that intlfn(Yn)I=€>O. Then ea~h, linear mapping Tof A into B such
• • I

that" T(x2)=T2(x) , x€A, is continuous.






















































































